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during a stay in the u.k. this july, i
got to walk in Martin Howard’s footsteps
and see the Pterotype in the Science Museum (see Editor’s Notes, ETCetera No. 110).
This great museum focuses on technology and includes some of the magnificent
steam engines that brought England to
the forefront of the Industrial Revolution.
Other, less extraordinary typewriters are
displayed in the context of other devices
from their period.
I found that the National Museum of
Scotland in Edinburgh had only a few
common typewriters on display from
their collection. Maybe next time, with
suitable advance planning, these museums may consent to let me peek at some
of the treasures in their basement and
report on them in ETCetera.
I also had the pleasure of attending
a London type-in; attendees included
longtime collector Nick Fisher, who writes
a regular column for our sister publication The Typewriter Exchange and just
published an interesting story there about
the role of typewriters in the women’s
suﬀrage movement. Jim Pennington
brought his remarkable Triumph WL
T32K portable telegrapher’s mill with an
attachment for a roll of paper.
I left a Groma Humber (Kolibri) in
the hands of a London collector, but I
returned with two Imperial Good Companions: a no. 3 with Maltese keyboard
and a red no. 5. I can see that the project of
slimming down my collection is not going
to be easy.
as herman price pointed out in our
last issue, typewriter serial numbers aren’t
just historically valuable; they’re occasions for delightful discoveries. I’m glad to
say that Herman is working on a followup
story with more serial number fun.
I recently restored a Century 10 and
uploaded some pictures to The Typewriter
Database. Mary Echevarria commented,
“This is my Century 10's younger brother.
Your serial number is #HS90099 and
mine is #HS90097.” They must have rolled

oﬀ the assembly line on the same day in
June 1919, or at least consecutive days.
Meanwhile, Gary Roberts writes,
“Apropos your Caligraph 2 #37387 and Mr.
Price’s article on serial numbers: I have
37414, pretty close considering the age?”
Yes, I’d say so. Gary got his Caligraph for
practically nothing: “Paid $21.23—that
was $25.00 less some percent oﬀ, plus
tax.” The bargains are still out there,
folks! Although Gary lives in a small town,
he has found plenty of machines there at
bargain prices. That’s the advantage of being the local typewriter collector.

A Celebration of the Ultimate Writing Machine

Typewriter

1?53:
Nick Tauriainen
John Tierney

Editor’s
Notes

Paul Robert & Peter Weil

october 25 is the scheduled release
date for Paul Robert and Peter Weil’s new
book Typewriter: A Celebration of the Ultimate Writing Machine. I expect this volume
to be a visual treat and a treasury of new
and little-known information. I can’t wait!
At least Paul and Peter have kindly sent
us this image of the attractive book cover.
The description reads, “In recent years,
typewriters have experienced a resurgence. This fascinating book celebrates
that renaissance through images of the
most beautiful, curious, elaborate, and
heralded typewriters in history, along
with the stories of people who have created and used these beloved machines.
Written by two typewriter collectors and
experts, it features more than 175 color
portraits of typewriters, tracing the machine’s evolution along with print advertisements, vintage photographs, patents,
and other memorabilia.”

Bar-Lock Typewriters
Models 4 to 15
by bert kerschbaumer

my article in etcetera no. 98 (june
2012) dealt with the early years of the
Bar-Lock; here I would like to tell the
story of the further development of
the Bar-Lock downstroke models. The
story is marked by a constant process of
improvement: changes were constantly
made within each model run, so that
machines made near the end of a run
are technically closer to those of the following model than they are to those at
the beginning of the same model. A new
model number was often introduced
with a view to the competition and was
driven by marketing considerations, for
the technical improvements would not
always justify such a decision.
Models 4 (writing line 8.5 inches) and
5 (16 inches), which came on the market
around the beginning of the year 1893,
had six extra keys compared to the previous model (78 characters and keys in total), a “keyboard lock & release key,” and
a paper table. At this point, the machine’s
visible writing was still an essential sales
argument. In order to write on lines, it
was now possible to advance the paper
fractionally by separating the platen
from the line advance sprocket. A “post
card & envelope feed” became possible
by way of extra feed rollers secured with
rubber bands. The most obvious feature
of the machine is the artistic, burnished
copper typebar shield which incorporates the model number. In the USA, the

retail price of $100 ($110 for the Model
5) remained the same as for the previous model. To the left and right of the
keyboard you can see the holes for the
optional copyholder. Also optional was
a “device for invoicing & writing in columns,” which was made possible by a rod
with tabulator stop pins located beneath
the paper table; this device added another $5 to the cost. Eight diﬀerent typefaces
could be ordered, as well as a “Large Copy
Register” that made it possible to write
reports of up to four feet wide.¹ ²
The Model 6 and its wide-carriage
twin, the Model 7, came on the market
in early 1895. There are no essential
technical innovations to be seen, but the
previously optional “device for invoicing
& writing in columns” came as standard equipment that was built into the
machine. The margin release key now
also releases the right margin, whereas
the Model 4 still required the typist to
grasp the carriage for this operation.
“By depressing [the margin release key]
less than the full distance, the operator brings into play the new Paragraph
Margin … when pushing the carriage
over to the right to commence a new line,
the carriage will be stopped 10 spaces
inside of the ordinary margin.”³ Again,
the essential mark that distinguishes this
model from the previous one is the model
designation on the artistically sculpted
copper shield. Starting in early 1896, the
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uses a typewriter achieves three times as much as
one who writes by pen.
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machine was also designated the “Columbia Bar-Lock” and advertised as such.
In Fall 1898, the marketing of the Models 8 and 9 (wide carriage) began. The
artistic typebar shield was replaced by a
simpler, black housing. The ribbon spools
are now equipped with a toothed wheel
that is directly driven. The machine also
includes a “tongue in a slot at front of
carriage to prevent backward lift of the
carriage.” In the United Kingdom and the
British Empire, the machine was marketed by The Typewriter Company, Ltd.
(“Her Majesty’s Typewriter Makers”),
and was called the Royal Bar-Lock; this
name was stamped on the typebar shield.
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The year 1901 brought with it the
Models 10 and 11 (wide carriage).⁴ ⁵ Now
the carriage no longer runs on simple
cylindrical rails, but uses prism-shaped
rails and ball bearings. The ribbon
mechanism is improved, and the insertion of envelopes is made easier by extra
rubber bands that are stretched over
rollers attached to the carriage. The standard choices of typeface are Pica, Small
Roman, Condensed Large Roman, Large
Roman, Elite, and Italic.⁶ In the fall of
1901, the typebasket of the Model 10 was
tilted 12 degrees forward and built 20mm
lower, in order to improve the visibility
of the text.⁷

Since shift-key machines were increasingly establishing themselves in
the market, in summer 1903, parallel to
the full-keyboard machine, a model with
carriage shift was introduced under the
name “Columbia.” Its functions essentially correspond to those of the doublekeyboard machine. The shift model can
easily exchange carriages, and its space
bar is longer. By halving the number of
typebars, the typebasket can be made notably smaller.⁸ In contrast to the doublekeyboard machines, which use a continuous serial numbering system embracing
all models, the shift models have a serial
numbering system of their own that begins with 500 and ends around 7100.
On October 21, 1905, the production of
the 100,000th Bar-Lock was celebrated
at the Columbia Typewriter Co. factory
in New York.9
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carriage models, but now the carriage
could be exchanged on the full-keyboard
machine too. Further improvements
include a bicolor ribbon mechanism, a
longer spacebar, and a backspacer. The
long tradition of having the bell serve as
the right platen knob also ends with the
Model 12: the bell is now in the interior of
the machine.¹⁰ ¹¹

In Germany, the Bar-Lock was sold until 1902 by August Zeiss & Co. In that year,
the contract was annulled by the Columbia Typewriter Co. because the contractual minimum sales of 42 machines per
month were not reached. Bluen & Co. of
Berlin took over as German distributor.
Apparently, its sales were still unsatisfactory, and a direct import business began
from London to Germany, managed by
W. Richardson of The Typewriter Co.,
which settled a lawsuit with Bluen & Co.
in 1909.¹³ ¹⁴
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The new Model 12 appeared in early
1907, with both full-keyboard and shift
mechanisms. There is no Model 13; odd
numbers were formerly used for wide-

In France, the machine was marketed
till 1903 by A. Roux, Paris and then by
the F. Rubsam company in Paris.¹² The
double-keyboard machine was sold there
under the name Columbia Bar-Lock, and
the shift machine as the Royal Bar-Lock!
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In March 1909, the Model 14 (with
both double-keyboard and shift versions)
came on the market. Seven diﬀerent carETCetera No. 114 • Fall 2016 • 5
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riage widths were available for it. In the
same year, the British distributor, The
Typewriter Co. Ltd., was renamed The
Bar-Lock Typewriter Co. Ltd.¹⁵ The model
was produced up to the First World War,
and with about 65,000 double-keyboard
machines built, it was the most successful in the long history of the Bar-Lock.
In 1913, the Bar-Lock Typewriter Co.
paid $165,000 to the Columbia Typewriter Manufacturing Company, New York,
for the option to “(a) The English, German & French Patents; (b) The registered
trademark ‘Bar-Lock’; (c) Sole rights of
sale for all countries other than North,
South and Central America, but including Canada; (d) Special tools and parts.”¹⁶
In 1914, the final assembly was also
transferred to England, and all Bar-Lock
machines were finished in London.¹⁷ In
the home plant in the USA, instead of the
Bar-Lock, the production of the Visigraph

had already begun in 1912-13.¹⁸ The plan
was to produce and assemble various
pieces of the Model 14 in England until
June 1915.¹⁹ The disruptions caused by the
war must have put an end to this project.
With the Model 15, a further development of the 14 under the direction of
Herbert Etheridge, a final attempt at a
full-keyboard machine was undertaken
(US Patent 1,118,405). A smaller typebasket, inclined still further toward
the front, and ribbon spools above the
keyboard are the most obvious features
of this model. The machine was produced in England around the end of the
war and shortly afterwards, in very small
numbers.²⁰ This model is not the end of
the Bar-Lock, to be sure, but it is the final
representative of the machine designed
by Charles Spiro.
Already during the First World War, in
1916, the Bar-Lock Typewriter Co. signed

a contract with the Kidder-Oswald Co. of
Dayton, Ohio to produce machine tools
and pieces for the future production of a
new typewriter model.²¹ In 1921, the serial
production of the Model 16 began in a
new factory in Nottingham, and laid the
foundation for a new series of frontstroke
machines.²² But that is another story.
Typewriter tables and duplicators
also bore the name Bar-Lock, as did the
“Bar-Lock bronze purple finish” ribbons
made by the Bar-Lock Typewriter Co.
in England starting in 1889. These were
sold by the company’s own agencies and
licensed dealers; starting in 1913 they
were marketed under the name Barco by
Donald S. Richardson, a chemist and son
of the company’s founder.²³
We can now attempt a summary of the
models, based on the serial numbers collected by Thomas Fürtig and the research
for this article in the available literature. ■

Bar-Lock Serial Numbers
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Model
1
2/3
4/5
6/7

began
05/1888
12/1890
1893
04/1895
09/1898
01/1901
03/1907
03/1909
~1916

from
1500
3000 [5000]
10000
15800
30000
36000
55000
120000
150000
250000

to
2500
9000
15700
21000
36000
53000
116000
133000
216000

8/9
10/11
12
14
15
Shift Model

06/1903

500

7200

Endnotes
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Bar-Lock Bill of Sale
by peter weil
the bill of sale is for a bar-lock no. 14
(serial number 165944) sold by the BarLock Co., Ltd., in London on June 20,
1912 for £18. In today’s money, that is the
equivalent of about £1550. The specific
typewriter’s serial number sold in the UK
is quite close to the Bar-Lock No. 14 (serial
number 159205) from Bert’s collection that
he included as a photograph in his article
in this issue on the Bar-Locks. The two
machines both fall into the specified date
range. Bills of sale and other ephemeral
records documenting the sale of Bar-Lock
typewriters with their serial numbers are
extremely rare. In twenty years, I have
only found two, and this is one of them.
As Bert has demonstrated, clearly dated
advertisements can be used to create a
range of time in which a specific model of
the Bar-Lock was made.
ETCetera No. 114 • Fall 2016 • 7

The One
That Didn't
Get Away
by greg fudacz

Jim: -B1E;A41->0;2-A>:?&E<1C>5@1>
Me: !2/;A>?1
Jim: )188 0;E;A4-B1;:1
Me: No. Do you?
Jim: Yes.
Me: ; E;A0;:p@
that exchange took place on march
13, 2014. It was a Thursday evening and I
had just delivered a speech at the opening reception of my typewriter exhibit
at the New Britain Museum of American
Art in New Britain, Connecticut. I was
schmoozing with the crowd, a lot of
whom were former employees of Royal’s
and Underwood’s factories from a couple
of towns over, when a much taller fellow
approached me with a legal-size envelope
in hand. His name was Jim Venneman.
Jim started the conversation politely
enough—though I thought, when he
asked me about the Burns, that he was
simply quizzing me with obscure type8 • ETCetera No. 114 • Fall 2016

writer trivia (several people already
had). My responses were snarky, a bit
loud, and probably rude. After I insinuated that Jim did not have a Burns, he
proceeded to take a piece of paper from
the envelope he was carrying. It was an
original stock certificate issued by The
Burns Typewriter Company to Theodore J. Venneman, Jim’s grandfather, on
Jan. 8, 1895. Well, that was all the proof I
needed. There were about 200 people at
the reception that evening, but when Jim
produced that stock certificate, I was like
a horse with blinders on. My focus was
on Jim and his Burns, and nothing else.
After I’d been so rude to Jim (in
public, no less) he probably should have
never spoken to me again. But he did.
We exchanged contact information and
he emailed me that night. Among other
things, Jim wrote that he was not interested in selling the Burns but I was
welcome to examine it, photograph it and
even borrow it. I did, in fact, photograph
it for Peter Weil’s story in ETCetera No.

108. The Burns serial no. 20 was Jim’s.
I requested of Peter that the owner be
listed as anonymous for his story because
Jim has a very unique surname. Some of
you collectors would probably have called
every Venneman in the phonebook to try
and hunt him down. I know I would have.
Over the next couple of years I met
with Jim and his wife, Ellie, a few times.
We spoke on the phone and exchanged
several emails. I learned from Jim that
Theodore Venneman was just 23 years old
when he took delivery of his Burns typewriter and stock certificate. At the time,
he was a carpenter’s apprentice. As such
he probably did not have the money to
buy the typewriter or the company stock,
let alone both. It’s possible that the typewriter came with the purchase of stock,
but even that would still have been too
much for Theodore to aﬀord. Jim thinks
his grandfather bartered carpentry labor
for the items. This is very plausible because years later, when Theodore helped
build Shea’s Movie Theater in Buﬀalo,

;.-:0->E(1::19-:
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New York, he was again compensated
partly with company stock.
When he acquired the Burns, Theodore lived on Hoyt Street in Buﬀalo, less
than a mile from where the typewriter
was made. He married in 1899 and he, his
wife, and the Burns all resided on Hoyt
until 1907; that’s when they all moved to
the new home Theodore built for them on
Amherst Street. Eventually the typewriter was passed down to Jim’s father, Bob
Venneman, who would use it to type up
his college papers. After Bob died in 1998,
the Burns moved from Buﬀalo to West
Hartford, Connecticut, where Jim lives.
It’s rare for any typewriter, let alone
such a rare 19th-century example, to
come with such complete provenance,
which the Burns stock certificate provides down to the day. The icing on the
cake is that the typewriter is in such
stunning cosmetic condition and perfectly functional. Jim actually used it in a
pinch to type up some papers in the 1970s.
That’s right, he used a blindwriter in the

1970s! He states that he had to replace the
drawstring and trim a ribbon from an
adding machine to get the Burns to work.
There’s also a bonus: the metal cover.
It’s the only cover known and it has a
secret. After further examination, it
appears to have the necessary cutouts
for latches (three sets per side) but no
latches were ever aﬃxed. There is no
evidence of wear that would suggest otherwise. Also, there is no wear to the bottom of the cover to suggest that there was
ever even a base. Jim Venneman certainly
never saw one.
In March of this year I called Jim. I was
feeling emboldened and lucky for some
reason. I came right out and asked Jim if
he was ready to part with his Burns. He
said no. We talked a little while longer
until we ran out of conversation, said our
good-byes and hung up. The following
day, at 10:45 in the evening, I got an email.
Something had changed and Jim was
ready to let go of the Burns that had been
in his family for over 120 years. Yes, I was

persistent and maybe I was a little lucky,
but sometimes timing helps too. He had
just read about seven Ty Cobb baseball
cards that were found in an abandoned
home. Jim stated:
&41>1-8>1-?;:-3>110@;81@E;A4-B1
@41A>:?:;C5?@4-@E;A/-881091-@@41
?-91@591@41x?@;>E-.;A@@41\.-?1.-88
/->0?C-?;:1B1>E:1C?;A@81@ B1>E9A/4
85710@41A>:? ?;C-:@10@;1:?A>15@C1:@
@;-3;;04;91-2@1>91 &4-@5?E;A>4;91 
2;>-?8;:3-?E;A711<5@ :0 -9?A>1
you will ensure it eventually goes to another
good home. After seeing these articles about
how the baseball cards were almost put in a
0A9< >1-85F10@4-@C41:051 ?;91;:1
cleaning out the house might just put the
A>:?5:-@-3?-81I.1?@?/1:->5;J;> 9A/4
C;>?1 5:-0A9<?@1> @45:75:35@C-?6A?@
-:;804A:7;291@-8
Next month, on a gorgeous Saturday
afternoon in mid-April, this Burns left the
Vennemans and came home with me. ■
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The Mondragon
Typewriter
by fransu marín

one day, i spotted an ad for a portable
typewriter with eye-catching red and
black paint. It looked just like one version
of the Remington Remie Scout, but it had
a strange name: “Mondragon.”
Mondragón is the name of a town in
the province of Gipuzkoa (or Guipúzcoa),
in Spain’s Basque Country; the town is
one of the main industrial centers of the
autonomous region. Its oﬃcial name is
currently Arrasate (Basque) / Mondragón
(Spanish). The question is: how did this
name end up on a Remington typewriter?
Here’s the answer I’ve found.
In 1906 the company Unión Cerrajera
de Mondragón (Union of Mondragón
Locksmiths or UCEM) was created. It was
the fruit of the combination of two companies: Vergarajauregui, Resusta y Cía.
(founded 1869) and Cerrajería Guipuzcoana (founded 1901). UCEM was a model
of an integrated enterprise, embracing
the entire metallurgic production process, and it was not limited to producing
locks and keys, as its name may suggest. Among its products were charcoal
irons (1906-1950), Bergman tubes, a
10 • ETCetera No. 114 • Fall 2016

kind of electrical insulation (1943-1960),
maritime hardware (1913-1925), agricultural implements (1914-1920), household
implements (1914-1944), wood gas generators (1941-1943), mailboxes (1925-1930),
butane cylinders (1953), etc. For much of
the twentieth century, UCEM, along with
some smaller lock manufacturers, was
the motor of Mondragón’s economy.
Roneo Ibérica, the Spanish branch of
the English firm Roneo Ltd., was founded
in Fall 1929, as a result of an alliance
between Roneo and UCEM, each of which
held 50% of the shares. In 1933, UCEM acquired all of Roneo Ibérica’s shares and a
period of great prosperity began, mostly
focused on the manufacture of oﬃce furniture and metal items, although other
lines of business were also explored —
such as typewriters (1932-1936). Nonetheless, there is no typewriter patent that
bears the Roneo name,¹ and there are no
indications that Roneo was planning to
manufacture its own typewriter design.
According to the documentation I have
found, Roneo became an agent of Remington. In a 1936 ad in El Siglo Futuro,

Roneo claims to be the exclusive distributor of Remingtons in Spain.
An ad that appears in the newspaper
El Día in May 1934 confirms that the
Mondragon typewriter was marketed by
Roneo: “More than 60 machines sold in
five months!” It even refers to the current price of the machine, 630 pesetas.²
“Buy in installments over a year and a
half at 35 pesetas a month.” Finally, the
Mondragon is referred to as “product of
Roneo Unión Cerrajera-Remington.”
It seems that Roneo may have marketed
the Mondragon typewriter in anticipation
of the agreement between UCEM and Remington to create a Remington typewriter
factory in Spain. However, this agreement
was never realized. During the revolutionary strike movement that arose during
the Spanish Second Republic from Oct. 5
to Oct. 19, 1934, Marcelino Oreja Elósegui,
Dagoberto Resusta, and Eugenio Edurra
were assassinated. Oreja was a conservative delegate for Biscay and president of
the UCEM Administrative Council; Resusta
was a member of the same council. Oreja’s
death interrupted the well-advanced

project to make Remingtons at UCEM. The
“Made in USA” decal in the back of the
Mondragon typewriter leaves no doubt.
In 1932, Remington had just withdrawn its capital from Spain and had
used this cash in Germany to gain control
of Torpedo Weilwerke GmbH.³ Maybe
this purchase by Remington also led to a
new strategy in Spain.
The combination of red and black
paint on the Mondragon also appears
on some other models of Remie Scouts.
Both UCEM and Roneo used these colors
in their trademarks. Could it be a coincidence? We can rule out the politics of
the country as a factor in the choice of
colors, for in Spain, since the 1910s, these
colors would have stood for the anarchosyndicalist movement.⁴
Despite rejecting the manufacture of
typewriters, Roneo kept marketing various Remington models, as well as other
makes. For instance, a Roneo contract
from November 1935 refers to the sale

of a Remington 5T portable, and a 1937
document refers to a Remington Noiseless 6 along with an Adler.
The serial numbers of the two Mondragons I have found, S26008 and S26621,
date the machines at 1932. Both of
them have a Spanish keyboard. Despite
the narrow range between the serial
numbers, the second machine includes
a backspacer while the first does not.
There is no label that would indicate the
Spanish distributor, Roneo.
While I was researching this machine,
I found a photo of Thomas Fürtig’s Mondragon in “New on the Shelf ” in ETCetera No. 111. Thomas told me that it’s a
German-keyboard machine, with a label
providing information on the original
retailer in Berlin. Its serial number is
S26115, which is within the range established by the two typewriters with Spanish keyboards. This indicates that the
Remington-Roneo UCEM project crossed
national frontiers.

We know that Remie Scouts also went
by various other names, such as Monarch,
Monarch Pioneer, Pioneer, Remington
Pioneer—and even some names related
to the country of distribution, such as
Canadian Pioneer and Canadian Scout. In
the case of the Mondragon, we have found
an explanation of the name, even though
some questions remain unanswered. ■

Endnotes
More information about UCEM can be found at http://
CCC 1A?7;9105- ;>3N":8@N9;:;N/1>>-61>-N
/1UUVV[Y <02
1. See the database of patent applications at
http://historico.oepm.es.
2. The price of 630 pesetas in 1934 might represent
approximately 150,000 pesetas in the year 2000,
or in round numbers, €900 or $1,000 today.
3. See Robert Messenger’s article “The Remington
Typewriter Insurgency” in ETCetera No. 112.
4. The Spanish syndicate Confederación Nacional
del Trabajo (National Labor Confederation)
adopted the red-and-black flag as the emblem of
anarcho-syndicalism in the decade of the 1910s.
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ephemera : by peter weil

1

this fountain pen was given away as
a premium by the British Empire Typewriters Co. in about 1930 as part of the
marketing of their model no. 12.¹ 1 The
company had only been founded the year
before as a reorganization of a similarlynamed company created in 1924 out of
British Blick Typewriter, Typewriter
Marketing/Royal Bar-Lock, and Salter’s
typewriter division, which had made and
sold the model. The latest company had
turned to Isaac Pitman and Sons, maker
of this Pitman’s Fono Alura 760 fountain
pen, to add its name to the barrel as part
of the public announcement of its new
identity as seller of the machine.2 2
But the very existence of this pen, and
with it, other pens and pencils used as
premium gifts to advertise typewriters,
embodies a conundrum stemming from
the 19th-century history of the selling
of typewriters versus their actual use by
typists.3 From the beginning of the marketing of the Type-Writer, the fundamental concept was that the writing machine
was to replace or eliminate the need for
the pen and other writing instruments.
For example, see this letterhead for the
Remington division selling the Sholes
and Glidden in 1876 announcing that it
2
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was “A Machine to Supersede the Pen.”
3 Of course, the fundamental goal was
to persuade potential customers to write
only on the new machines, but a critical
symbol of that ideal was that everything
in any document would be typed, including the signature. Remington reinforced
this message by encouraging visitors to
the Type-Writer booth at the Centennial
exposition in 1876 to write on the new
device and to sign their letters with the
machine, as can be seen in this letter.4 4
The American Writing Machine Company continued the typewriter company
dream, or at least an injunction, of the
use of machine writing for everything
when it published this ad in 1889 that
includes the somewhat more subtle assertion that “Life is Too Short to Write
the Old Way,” which was with a pen or
pencil. 5 But Smith Premier was both
more direct and more directly assertive in its 1896 logo, used in all forms of
advertising for the next several years.
Their warlike battle cry to potential
customers was “The Pen is Mightier
than the Sword, But the Smith Premier
Typewriter Bends Them Both.” 6 And
a last example is a more complex and
metaphorical one in this 1896 advertising

ink blotter from a Yost distributor that
carries multiple meanings for the word
“pen.” One of those meanings is the writing instrument, embodied in the message, “The Best Pens are Unsatisfactory.”
7 Of course, the very use of the blotter
as an advertising medium to some extent
ironically contradicts the message about
the “unsatisfactory” use of a pen.
From the surviving letters written by typewriter company agents and
representatives, we know that some
sincerely believed that these assertions
were more than advertising hyperbole.
They supported the ideal that manual
writing instruments should not be used
to create signatures on letters or even on
billheads. Instead, the documents were
to be signed with the typewriter. Just as
we have seen in the 1876 letter that the
writer was enjoined by the Type-Writer
representatives to type his name, we find
some later letters with typed signatures
of writing machine company representatives and promoters, including those
prepared for both personal and contractual business purposes. Some examples
include this 1888 letter to his family
from O. A. Benedict, a partner in the first
general agency (Ireland-Benedict) for the
3

Crandall, and this 1885 contractual letter
concerning rental or purchase terms
from a local agent for the same typewriter company. 8 9 5 Another example is
this letter concerning stockholders in the
Philadelphia Typewriter Co., which later
produced the Travis machine. The typed
signature is that of William H. Travis,
4

5

secretary of the company and the source
of the machine’s name. 10 As the writers
were related to typewriter companies,
in the context of the great desire to have
their products replace handwriting, their
use of typed signatures in these examples should not be surprising. But what
of regular, non-typewriter businesses
and their typewritten communications?
There is some evidence that such companies also used typed signatures in typed
communications that included some contractual content. For example, here is an
1886 letter from a printing and publishing firm that is laying out the terms for
recruiting a regional agent for the firm.
11 6 This example illustrates a further
aspect of signatures on business letters.
In many situations a company is a legal
“person” that needs to have a representative sign documents, and such signatures
in the late 19th century were typewritten by a representative of the company.
Alternatively, the company name might
be handwritten.
This use of the typewriter to create a
signature is all the more amazing in the
context of a cultural setting in America
and Europe that defined a “letter” as a
handwritten document and considered
the handwritten signature as proof of the
validity of the writer. In the 1870s and
1880s, typed letters were often considered by their recipients to be oﬀensive
8

and, at best, were seen as commercial
communications that were not appropriately in the form of letters. The letters
with typed signatures were even greater
abominations. These things were often
seen as a form of handbill cloaked in
what should have been a personal form.
Whatever they were, for many, they were
at least a little disconcerting, and for others simply unacceptable. This neitherfish-nor-fowl problem took a significant
amount of time to overcome; it was the
typewritten business letter that first surmounted it and became widely accepted
by the end of the 19th century.
In this context, a key issue for any use
of pens and pencils for advertising by
early typewriter companies and their
agents was that the firms wanted the use
of them to end. The use of writing instruments as a means of selling typewriters would not take place in a meaningful
way until after the everyday 19th century
definition of “signature” as handwritten became primarily culturally, but not
legally, required in the U.S. Furthermore,
the cost of pencils, which were also used
to write and to sign letters and other
documents, especially by the majority of
workers, had dropped dramatically. Mass
production of wooden pencils began in
the 1870s, and between 1874 and 1894, the
selling price of a “lead” (graphite) pencil
was cut in half, from a bit over a nickel
9

6

7
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to 2.5 cents, through innovations in
manufacturing, especially by the Joseph
Dixon Crucible Co. These cost changes
were in the context of a falling average
daily wage for unskilled labor of 93 cents
in 1870 to about 91 cents in 1890. While
more skilled workers saw some increases
in their salaries, pencils were often their
writing instrument of choice. These
changes would make pencils more attractive after 1900 as a medium for advertising from the perspective of the typewriter companies, and more welcome when
they were oﬀered as gifts to workers and
even to their thrift-oriented bosses.
The problem of the form of the signature remained, even for commercial
communications. The legal meanings of
signatures and their forms as used on
letters and other documents are far too
complex to discuss here in the depth they
deserve. Let it suﬃce to state that in the
United States after the Civil War, from
1870 onward, a clear distinction between
a handwritten signature and a signature
made through the means of a stamp, or,
ultimately, any tool, including a typewriter, became relatively unimportant
legally in increasing numbers of U.S.
jurisdictions. Instead, the primary focus
of the meaning of any form of signature
became the intent of the signatories, not
the form of the signature. Thus, by 1920,
virtually throughout the U.S., typed signatures were consistently ruled by courts
to be legally binding if, when the signa-

ture was made, it was the intent of the
signatories to be bound by it.8 While rulings following this logic in the U.S. courts
continued at least into the middle of the
20th century, around the beginning of
the 20th century, the definition of “signature” in popular culture won out over
the legal flexibility that was developing:
a real signature had to be a handwritten
one.9 Manual writing instruments, primarily pens (although a pencil could also
be used), would be needed by letter writers and contract signatories. The dream
of the typewriter companies to have their
products completely displace manual
writing instruments for all purposes
evaporated into a fantasy.
By the turn of the 20th century, the
numerous typewriter companies were in
fierce competition with each other and
were using more types of media to tout
their products.10 These market pressures
combined with the popular concept of a
signature in the U.S. and its legal definition in much of the rest of the primary
markets for typewriters, especially Britain and much of Europe, to persuade the
writing machine firms to accept manual
writing instruments as media for their
messages. The majority of the surviving instruments found are mechanical
and sheathed pencils, but the scarcity of
surviving pens, like the one used by British Empire Typewriters that is discussed
at the beginning above, may only be
indicative of a diﬀerence in survivability
11

10
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of pencils with replaceable leads and
erasers versus pens. The earliest original
examples of pencils advertising a writing
machine are two sheathed pencils from
Smith Premier concerning the no. 4 with
the Tri-Chrome Ribbon (1907) and the no.
10 (1908). The barrels carry the advertising message in celluloid, in a manner
typical of the products of the manufacturer of these and similar premiums,
Whitehead and Hoag. Both the pencil and
eraser components were easily replaceable.11 12 13 14 15 Another early example is
represented here by a reproduction of a
small ca. 1907 wooden pencil oﬀered by
Oliver to go with its line-marking device,
which was introduced on the Oliver no.
5 that year.12 16 The use of pencils in the
line marker can be seen in this March
1910 photo of two women using Olivers
in a small minerals and land oﬃce in
Winslow, Illinois. 17 Another early pencil
promoting a typewriter is this ca. 1908
nickel-plated mechanical one used by
the Yost Typewriter Co., Ltd., in London
to introduce the Yost no. 15 frontstrike
typewriter in the UK, the primary
market for this model. 18 19 The pencil,
called a “self-propelled pencil” in the UK,
has a loop to attach it to a men’s pocket
or women’s dress watch chain. While no
maker’s mark appears on it, the pencil is
very similar in design to those made by S.
Mordan and Co. during the time Yost distributed the instrument, and was likely
made by Mordan. Sheathed pencils and
mechanical pencils, while more expensive than wooden ones as a medium for
advertising, had the advantage that they
could be used longer because the pencil
itself or the lead core could be replaced
and because they were more durable.
Their retention meant that the advertiser’s message could continue to be seen
repeatedly by the user.
Another interesting durable form of
typewriter advertising related to pencils
is this ca. 1919 pencil clip touting the
Corona no. 3 Portable. 20 This patented
device, one of the first, was made by
Heidenreich and Co., Chicago, and had
the potential advantage of keeping Corona’s message in front of the prospective
customer for a long time, as the clip was
moved from one used-up writing or erasing pencil to a fresh one again and again.
And it had the advantage that, if used, it
was retained as an advertising medium.
Around 1920, Manifold Supplies Com-

pany, manufacturers of Panama brand
typewriter ribbons, oﬀered this “bullet
pencil” as a premium to its customers.13
21 The bullet pencil originated on the
battlefields of the 19th century in Europe
and America and originally was simply
a round pencil stub with the top jammed
into a spent shell casing. In a sense, the
shell was an available substitute for a
popular manufactured device, the “pencil
extender,” that became commonly used
when pencils were considered a luxury
and were used until the stub could not
be sharpened. After a period, the form
of the bullet pencil changed, with the
pencil itself reversed and placed inside
the shell when not in use, becoming a
type of sheathed pencil. By the time this
example was made, the form had developed further, with the top of the pencil
now attached to what looked like a bullet
and the “shell” becoming the barrel of
the pencil, now made of celluloid. Bullet
pencils similar to this one became a common advertising medium from the 1930s
through the 1950s. While I did not find
others promoting typewriter supplies
and typewriters themselves, because bullet pencils are so ubiquitous at antique
shows and on eBay with messages from
hundreds of other kinds of American

companies, I am quite sure they are out
there and only need to be found by collectors.
Only a few years later, in about 1926,
the Portable Division of Underwood
Elliott Fisher gave away this two-tone
bakelite pencil. 22 Manufactured by
Meeker, a major supplier of advertising
pencils to many companies, the pencil includes an image of an Underwood Standard four-bank portable. And between
1921 and 1926, L.C. Smith awarded this
mechanical pencil to one of its employees.14 23 While not specifically intended
by the company as a general advertising
device, the pencil carried the identity of
the company and the quality it wished to
represent not only to the employee but
also to any who saw the pencil. The barrel is gold filled and the top, bearing the
company’s name and logo, is gold filled
and finished in enamel. 24 The pencil
was manufactured by Shure-Rite, which
began to make ones like it in 1921 with
the patent still pending. It includes a loop
to attach it to a watch chain.
As indicated, the mechanical pencil
is a particularly good advertising medium because the owner tends to keep
it, replacing the lead. To reinforce this
retention factor, other useful functions
12

might be added to the device. For example, this is a pearlescent plastic-barreled
mechanical pencil used as a premium
ca.1935-1940 by Remington-Rand. The
instrument includes a small magnifier
with a flat surface cut at a 45-degree
angle that is attached to the top. The
angle facilitates dragging it across the
sentences of a document, especially the
pages of telephone books that have very
small print on them, to be able to read
the desired information. The pencil was
probably manufactured by The Osborne
Co. of Boston. 25
With all this discussion of the
sheathed and mechanical pencils, one
might conclude that classic, common
wooden pencils, beyond the Oliver one,
were ignored by typewriter firms as a
medium. But that probably would be a
mistake. While I found few such premium pencils, I interpret this scarcity
as a reflection of the limited life of such
instruments if they are actually used,
having been sharpened again and again,
and then thrown away. All of those found
tend to be later than the mechanical and
sheathed pencils, and I think that dating
supports a conclusion that the older ones
would be less likely to survive. The earliest of the original ones found is this one
17
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that L.C. Smith and Corona Typewriters,
Inc., gave away ca. 1940-1958. It is marked
with the corporate name that L.C. Smith
adopted after it bought Corona in 1926.
26 A somewhat later example of the basic
pencil is this one from Hermes from
about 1970. The message is, “If you want
to say something important, say it on a
HERMES typewriter.” 27 A later wooden
pencil example is this one given away
by the IBM Products Centre in Toronto
around 1985-87. While the Centre distributed both typewriters and computers
and supplies for them, the message on
the pencil touts the group of machines
that included the Selectric until 1986 and
post-Selectric electric models during the
approximate three-year period: “WE’RE
YOUR TYPE.” 28
The last example of a writing instrument here brings us full circle back to
the matter of the pen and typewriters.
It is a ballpoint pen that, like the last
pencil, was distributed by IBM. It dates
from approximately 1965, just as the
Selectric I was taking oﬀ. At the time,
ballpoint pens, which have a long history
but became common only after the late
1940s, were supplanting fountain pens,
in part, because the costs had dropped
dramatically by then and, in part because
they were still expensive
enough to be valued by
20
the recipient as a gift.
This was especially so for
those with a metal barrel
like the one on this pen.
The brushed gold, anodized extruded aluminum
set it apart from everyday
plastic-barreled pens that
were by then extremely
cheap and disposable.
From IBM’s perspective
as advertiser, the replaceable ink cartridge made
this kind of ballpoint
extremely attractive for
advertising because, as
was the case with mechanical pencils, the message would be visible over
a long period. 29
Throughout the typewriter age, many tools
accompanied writing machines, and some of them
actually became even
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perweights are a good example because
the writing machine contributed to a vast
expansion of paper and paperwork that
were in process from the beginning of
their creation until they reached the out
box. Papers at diﬀerent stages of the process had to be kept in place, and increasing numbers of paperweights became
essential to the ordering of that chain of
events. Typewriter companies embraced
paperweights as an advertising medium
early on, by the mid-1880s, and enthusiastically used them as premiums for a
century. In contrast, from the beginning,
pens and pencils were singled out by
typewriter manufacturers and distributors as their chief ultimate competitors,
their material and cultural market enemies to be defeated. It was not enough to
succeed in displacing them from the majority of writing in studies, newsrooms,
church manses, and, finally, business
oﬃces. Everything that pens and pencils
had been used for was to be a function
of the typewriter. As we know, it did not
happen. As the number of businesses
and the amount of paperwork grew as
North America industrialized and commercialized, and as Europe went through
a second stage of the same processes, the
use of pens and pencils and the demand

for them actually increased. For most users of typewriters, their machines were
late-stage paper processors, not note
takers and early draft creators. Above
all, for most, pens and pencils were to be
used in handwriting signatures on even
casual communications and, for business communications, pens were seen as
essential and their numbers and forms,
including fountain pens, expanded. In
the United States, this expansion of the
use of manual writing instruments,
especially pens for creating signatures,
developed in the face of the widespread
legal acceptance of typed signatures by
the end of the second decade of the 20th
century. The cultural concepts of identity and proof of identity predominated
over the legal flexibility about the form
of the signature. And in Europe and the
UK, cultural constructions of personhood
never even allowed for such adjudicated
flexibility. In much of the 20th century,
typewriter firms accepted these realities
and, to a lesser extent than other media,
accepted pens and pencils as carriers of
their advertising messages. Today, many
of us more than agree with these concepts that a real signature is handwritten, and still worry about the concept
of the email-processed and other forms
18
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of electronic signature. Many are going
much further and are typewriting the old
way in the age of the computer, a potentially revolutionary act. To paraphrase
Richard, our editor, the goal for most that
do so is not to destroy computers, but
instead to take time to create messages
that might last in a volatile and disposable universe. Type on! ■

Endnotes
Several people have provided assistance in prepar5:3@45?->@5/81 1?<1/5-88E>5-:>A9Ō180 1>@
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assistance.

1. All images and the objects they depict are
from my collection unless otherwise specified.
2. The British Empire no. 12 presented here
is part of Herman Price’s Chestnut Ridge
Typewriter Museum collection. The serial
number is 1357 and Herman generously
shared it by taking photographs of it for
this article.
3. The primary references for this article
include: Deborah Crosby, Victorian Pencils:
Tools to Jewels (Atglen, PA): Schiﬀer, 1998);
Henry Petroski, The Pencil: A History of Design
and Circumstance (New York: Knopf, 1998);
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/
signature; Druggist’s Circular, vol. 62 (1918), p.
267; CCC C1?;:85:1 ;>3 A7N/4>;:;8;3EN1-0%@5/7B;8A@5;: 0;/; http://pencils.com/the-history-of-the-bullet-pencil/; 4@@< NNCCC 7A:1>
com/data/articles/signature_perspective.html;
4@@<? NN1: C575<105- ;>3NC575N-88<;5:@R<1: 
http://pencils.com/the-history-of-the-bullet<1:/58N 4@@<? NN.-@E :1@NWUVXNU^N; http://www.
historyofpencils.com/writing-instrumentshistory/history-of-mechanical-pencils/; http://
www.oﬃcemuseum.com/pencil_history.htm;
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4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

C-31? 5: V][U @4>;A34 V]^UN; Richard Polt,
The Typewriter Revolution: A Typist’s Companion for the 21st Century (Woodstock, VT:
The Countryman Press, 2015).
From the Sperry-Rand/Remington Typewriter archives held and curated by the
Hagley Museum and Libraries, Wilmington,
Delaware.
Figure 9 is from the Ed Neuert collection.
Note at the bottom left, there is a statement
that the letter involved “SHORT HAND
DICTATION PER TYPE-WRITER.” This poses
questions about the meaning of the statement, whether it is referring to the machine
used, and the typeface used on the letter.
The typeface is consistent with one used on
the Sholes and Glidden/ Remington no. 1,
the Remington no. 4, and the Caligraph no.
1. The word “TYPE-WRITER” was then used
to describe to describe either the machine
(which, in this case, would have been one of
the first two models mentioned) or the user
of the machine. Thus, at this point, it is not
clear which of the three machines was used
to type the letter.
Even as late as the middle of the 20th century, many in North America thought that
typewritten personal letters were inappropriate forms of communication. This was
so much a part of the culture that a typed
personal letter might be answered with a
handwritten note admonishing the sender
and, sometimes, requesting a “real letter,” a
handwritten letter.
Notwithstanding the near-consistency by
1900 and virtual total consistency after 1920,
court cases regularly involved arguments
about signatures that were not handwritten. Plaintiﬀs arguing that non-handwritten
signatures were not valid have fairly consistently lost their cases. Of course, this whole
issue had to be readdressed at the federal

level in the U.S. when the matter of electronic signatures had to be legislated. But that
was significantly after the role of typewriters in the creation of signatures had become
virtually moot.
9. In Germany and some other European countries, virtually all signatures to contractual
and semi-contractual agreements since the
19th century have had to be handwritten to
be considered legally binding. In the United
States, there were a limited number of exceptions that did specify that a handwritten
signature must be used.
10. A long list of other media used as gifts to
carry the advertising messages of typewriter
firms has been examined previously in this
column. See ETCetera Nos. 75 (trade cards),
80 (pin backs), 83 (premiums in general), 91
(calendars), 98 (blotters), 104 (paperweights),
and 111 (rulers). To see several of these, go to
4@@< NNCCC 1@/;:85:1 ;>3N.-/7?<-/1 4@9.
11. The Smith-Premier no. 4 sheathed pencil
is from Ed Neuert’s collection. The flat
pencils and erasers for sheathed pencils at
the beginning of the 20th century usually
were made by Eberhard Faber, and such flat
wooden pencils today can still be purchased
from sellers oﬀering carpenters’ supplies.
12. The marketer of the reproduction utilized an
original pencil from an Oliver no. 5 maintenance box (which also contained the usual
brush and screwdriver) as the model for the
reproduced pencil. The reproduction pencil
is available from The Oliver Typewriter
Shop: http://olivertypewritershop.com/pencils2;> ;85B1> @E<1C>5@1>? ?1@ ;2 ZN.
13. Herman Price collection. Made by the Parisian Novelty Company, Chicago. Parisian
made several form of premiums used by
typewriter companies, especially celluloidbacked mirrors.
14. Herman Price collection.
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portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

SCM's Foxy Jewel

four months into my treasure islandlike hunt to find the “jewel” in the SmithCorona Galaxie II portable, the search
took a startling turn. In early August,
Carol Bailey, a Leavenworth, Kansas eBay
seller, listed a promotional Lucite paperweight from “The Typewriter Capital of
the World: Cortland – Groton NY.” Inside
the acrylic was the Galaxie II’s escapement wheel, allowing a glimpse of the
synthetic sapphire ring in which the bottom end of the wheel turned. 1 2
The Galaxie II was launched on August
19, 1964, and &41 1C+;>7&591? found
its introduction suﬃciently newsworthy
to give the item some prominence at the
center of its main financial page. The
Times said the model employed a wearresistant jeweled main bearing — the
first in any typewriter — as well as oﬀering color-styled platens and interchangeable typeslugs. It quoted Smith-Corona
Marchant as claiming, “The jeweled
main bearing is similar to mechanisms
in watches and other precision instruments. It regulates the motion of the
carriage. The jeweled element reduces
friction and resists corrosion.”
A jewel bearing is a plain bearing in
which a metal spindle turns in a jewellined pivot hole. As well as the advantages stressed by SCM in its announcement,
jewel bearings oﬀer high accuracy, small
size and weight, and the ability to operate without lubrication (this last point
was made in the instruction manual for
the Galaxie II). In 1902, a process to make
synthetic sapphire and ruby (crystalline
aluminum oxide, also known as corundum) was invented by French chemist
Auguste Victor Louis Verneuil, making
jeweled bearings much cheaper. Today,
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the jewel material is usually some form
of synthetic corundum.
In the Galaxie II, the jeweled bearing
was on an end of the escapement wheel
where it attached to casing that also enclosed the loose and fixed dogs mechanism.
In its advertising for the Galaxie II,
SCM said it had “outfoxed the field” with
this innovation. The ads featured a fox
carrying a fine Tiﬀany & Co. wristwatch
in its teeth. Underneath were the lines:
“Now there’s a jeweled main bearing in
@45?%95@4 ;>;:-<;>@-.81 )4E;>@41
same reason jewels are put in a fine watch!
@E<1C>5@1> 8571-Ō:1C-@/4 5?-<>1/5?5;:
instrument. Now Smith-Corona adds a new
dimension to typewriting precision. The first
jeweled main bearing in any typewriter —
made from the same sapphire used in the
.1->5:3<;5:@?;2Ō:1C-@/41? ' % ?-@1885@1?
and space-age precision instruments. The
main bearing gets more use than any other
part. Now it’s a jewel that will outlast any
;>05:->E?@118.1->5:3 !:8E%95@4 ;>;:-
4-?5@xs 3 4
To promote the addition of the component, SCM placed a tiny (1/8th inch) red
sapphire inside an etched crown above
the words “Jeweled Escapement” on the
chromed segment plate of the Galaxie II.
By April 1968, however, SCM had
changed the wording of its advertisements to “Most of our portables even
have what we call a jeweled escapement”
(emphasis mine). 8 This may oﬀer some
credence to the impression held by most
present-day owners of Galaxie IIs who
have published blog posts on the model.
A quick check of relevant comments
found: “Like everyone else, I wonder if
there really is a ruby embedded in the
escapement” (Adwoa Bagalini) and “This

was simply marketing, no rubies inside!”
(Nick Tauriainen).
It seemed to me that there was much
curiosity about SCM’s jeweled bearing
claim and a fairly broad suspicion it was
a mere advertising ploy. So, approaching the fifty-second anniversary of the
Galaxie II’s launch, I took apart two
Galaxie series machines dating from the
mid-1960s: serial numbers 6MBL194865
and B6lV101677. Both had the sapphire on
the segment but neither had the jeweled
main bearing. In place of the "jewel" was
a hard black rubber ring. Three highly
experienced Australian typewriter technicians — Phil Card, Warren Ingrey, and
Terry Cooksley, all of whom worked on
SCM portables in the 1960s and 1970s —
confirmed the absence of the “jeweled”
element during a series of weekly meetings of a group of collectors, dealers, and
mechanics in Sydney. One summed up his
thoughts by saying, “The only jewel on
these Galaxie IIs was in the segment.” 5 7
The Galaxie II had maintained links to
Corona’s earlier four-banks, by incorporating three patents taken out as far back
as 1950 by the company’s veteran design
engineers 6 Henry Allen “Al” Avery
(center in photo; 1888-1976) and Joseph
Peter Barkdoll (third from left; 18951977), who jointly designed the Series 3,
4, and 5 portables. These were the models
which followed the first Corona-four
bank, of 1924 (which Avery helped design
with Otto Petermann) and included the
Sterling (1932), Silent (1934) and Clipper
(1940), leading to the launch of the new
range, the Series 5, in 1949. Barkdoll, the
man behind 1957’s first electric portable,
the 5TE, also patented the repeat action
mechanism in 1961. Avery was born in

1

Groton, and started work for Corona
there in 1909. Barkdoll joined the company in 1917. Another of the Galaxie’s
1950 patents belonged to Aaron Charles
Zeamer (1915-2006), while James Edwin
Harmon (1908-1995) designed the sliding
ribbon cover mechanism. The casing was
designed by polo champion David Oscar
Chase (1930-1995) and his Groton-born
partner Philip Stevens (1924-2013).
None of the many patents listed on
the two models I have studied in great
detail involves a jeweled main bearing.
So the truth about this much-vaunted
element remained somewhat shrouded
until Richard Polt came across the paperweight eBay listing. SCM obviously
did at first use a synthetic “jewel” where
the escapement wheel spun, but within
a few years discarded it while keeping
the sparkling sapphire in the segment.
Continuing to promote “what we call
a jeweled escapement” might not have
been such a clever idea. But uncovering
the reality was far from easy, with the
“jewel” so deeply entrenched in the mechanics under the Galaxie II's carriage. It
was hardly likely — or feasible — that a
typical 1964 buyer would have attempted
to discover the truth. But perhaps someone eventually did, after the material
used in the bearing changed. And that
may explain the change in the wording of
advertisements. ■

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

Sources
Smith-Corona News, March 1954, &41 1C+;>7&591?,
 magazine, Ebony magazine, The Typewriter
Database (moderator Ted Munk), $1@>;&1/41:1B(Adwoa Bagalini), Typewriter Pages (Nick Tauriainen),
newspapers.com, ;F@E<1C>5@1> .8;3?<;@ /;9.
Figs. 1 and 2 courtesy of Carol Bailey.
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the repair bench : by brian brumfield

Drawstring
Replacement

>5-:>A9Ō180 -A@4;>;2;A>?1/;:0
$1<-5>1:/4->@5/81 5?-?182 @-A34@@E<1writer technician who pursues typewriter
repair as a hobby and small side business. He
was brought into the typosphere by his son
-:-21CE1->?.-/7 C41:-:>15:@>;0A/10
@41>A9Ō1802-958E@;@41C;:01>;2@41?1
2-:@-?@5/C>5@5:39-/45:1? -?105:1:@>-8
!45; >5-:p?2-958E/;881/@5;:5?;B1>WUU
9-/45:1?-:03>;C5:3 -:05@>1ō1/@?@41
9-/45:1?41C;>7?;: >-:35:32>;98-@1
V]UU?85/71:?01>21>?@;)4118C>5@1>?
the subject of typewriter maintenance and repair appears to be one
of the hottest recurring topics in the
typosphere, with collecting them and
selling them bringing up a close second.
More than ever, people are buying typewriters and looking for information on
maintaining them themselves, because
access to repair shops and technicians
is not always easy and the cost of the
labor and parts is relatively high, not to
mention that every time a machine is
shipped around, you risk its being damaged further and sometimes irreparably.
We all know that the machines we
are obtaining are only getting older,
and that parts that are needed for them
have not been made in many years.
Add to that the eﬀects of age on certain
materials such as nylon (used for gears,
couplings, brackets, and bearings) and
grease that coagulates into a bubblegum-like blob, and these salvaged, barnfind, thrift-store, hand-me-down, and
Internet-located machines are screaming for help. They want to be refreshed.
They want to work again. Typewriters
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have a singular purpose, and disrepair is
really all that keeps them from fulfilling
that purpose when they are in the hands
of someone with the intent to use them.
That’s a very glorious thing when it
happens—and it’s happening more and
more these days.
However, the factors that might
render a typewriter inoperative are as
varied and potentially complex as the
machines themselves. It is impossible to
cover much ground on a single page. I
am therefore going to devote this issue’s article to a single technique that
I’ve developed for replacing portable
drawstrings. This may work for larger
machines, but I’d avoid it—they need
a much more substantial drawband to
sustain the stresses imparted by the mass
of the desktop carriage and harder use.
I am not particularly a fan of monofilament (plastic fishing line) as a
drawstring because it is either too bulky
and prone to hold the shape it acquires
while sitting under stress around the
main spring (a problem known as line
twist to fishermen), or it’s too weak

for its size—but the main issue for me
is that I don’t like the look of it. Most
classic portable typewriters of the
pre-1960s era used a “cat gut” cording,
which is hard to come by. Monofilaments may work fine, but this is my
take on a solution: We are going to make
a four-strand, braided draw cord using
a synthetic fishing line, all bound in
beeswax to hold it together.
The remainder of this article focuses
on the fabrication of this braided drawstring, so the mechanics of mainspring
repair and the attaching of the replacement drawcord will only be mentioned
in passing.
The problems to solve with a drawstring are: 1. What is the required length
of the drawstring? 2. What material
should I use as a replacement? 3. How
strong does it need to be? 4. How do I
reconnect it?
We will tackle points 1 and 2. We
can’t really answer point 3 exactly so
we’ll over-build this solution, and 4 is
outside the scope of this article. Maybe
next time?

What is the required length?

measure the distance from the top
or center of the mainspring drum to the
end of the carriage, with the carriage
fully at the end of its right-hand travel
(don’t forget to press the margin release
and slide the carriage all the way over).
We will take that measurement (for
example, 10 inches), add 2 inches for
safety, and then multiply by 2.5 to account for the braiding, so in this case 30
inches would be the hypothetical length
of each strand of the braid. Cut at least
3 strands (4 is better) of the required
length that you calculate based on this
simple formula: (measurement + 2) x 2.5
= pre-braided strand length.

1 Braid the cords together. There is
plenty of information on the Internet for
braiding four strands together, such as a
YouTube video titled “How to braid with
four strands.” (If you follow the video
creator’s technique, double the length of
the above string length, but only cut two
strings instead of four!) Here's a basic
four-strand braiding pattern.

Step 1

Step 2

Repeat

What material should I use?

i use spiderwire ten-pound-test
fishing line. It has the advantage that
it is a ten-pound test line but is the
equivalent diameter of a two-pound test
monofilament line. That means that it
is about 1/5 the size of monofilament,
or said another way, it is five times the
strength based on its size over conventional monofilament fishing line. When
braided, the four braided strands of
SpiderWire have a very high strength
(tensile strength in engineering parlance), and the cord should last the life
of your machine.
Now that we have the "whats" out of the
C-E ;:@;@414;C? 

2 Once you have braided all that you
can, tie a knot in the end of the line.
3 Load the braided cord with beeswax.
(Ace Hardware carries it; local apiaries
are also a great source.) Other waxes or
even a synthetic grease might work for
this step, but paraﬃn is too dense, as is
candle wax; beeswax is more malleable
at room temperature and it is my favorite. This is the same technique used to
bind and strengthen the string on an
archer’s bow; it binds the fibers together
and increases the unity of the braided
cord. It may be overkill, but it’s the right

thing to do. I place a cake of beeswax on
my desk and drag the braided cord back
and forth over the wax. Once there is
some buildup, I rub the wax on the cord
rapidly with my fingers to help soften it
and work it into the cording. Repeat as
necessary to achieve uniform wax coverage, but not so much that the wax is flaking oﬀ the cord. You can also use a rag to
assist in this step; there are many ways
to achieve the desired results. You can
also search the Internet for “waxing bow
string,” which is the same technique.
4 Make sure that there are knots on
both ends that are of suﬃcient size and
strength to act as anchors on the carriage mounting point and the slot in the
mainspring drum. Sometimes this takes
two or three simple overhand knots; it
requires a little trial and error. You’ll
quickly find out if the knots are too small
or too large. We added extra length to the
strands we started with, so there is some
excess to work with in the event that you
have to cut oﬀ your knots and try again.
The thicker the cord, the fewer the knots
that are needed.
5 Install the cord.
Hopefully this approach to drawband
replacement will serve you as well as it
has served me. It can take as little as ten
minutes to braid a new cord for installation, and it’s time and eﬀort well spent,
in my book. Happy typing! ■
;E;A4-B1->1<-5>@5<E;A08571@;?4->1
1@A?7:;C
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New on
the Shelf

&E81>:01>?;: Daugherty Visible
#2163, National 5 (nickel plated) #21793

->7-:04>5?@5:-8.>1/4@ Bar-Lock
2 #6708, Emerson #9582, Keaton #3847,
Hammond 2 Ideal #60318, early folding
Varityper #251658P (Milwaukee Public
Museum has #251657P)

'C11@49-:: Junior (Danish toy),
Adler 7 #3017 (1900), Edelmann 2 #11521
(black & red index), Graphic # 3207 (1895)

-.1A>.-:; 1925 Remington port. 2
in white with leather case, Fox 4, Wagner
Underwood 4 #123-4, Japy P6, Remington
Junior
%@1B1-01 Remington port. 2 (Mountain
Ash Scarlet), Corona 4 (Lavender), Corona
4 (Cream)
%4158-:385?4 Blick 5 w/ case
A5881>9;1>::01F;-: Hammond
2 Ideal, Smith Premier 10-B (looking for
info on how it diﬀers from 10-A)

&4;9-?¹>@53 Edison 3 # 3088, Everest
portable 34-S #H13134 (can’t find information about that model), Imperial B (early
version) #12863 w/ wooden case, Meteko
(Minerva 3) #11342, Stenotype 3 #56066

$5/4->091>E green Imperial (Litton)
Good Companion 75 (made in Bulgaria)
#11042457
&1>>E;;7?81E Albus #1175 (metal, no
paint), Royal 1 #34363
E:0-1/781> Franklin 7
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8-B5;-:@1885 Crandall 1
>5/1->E Hammonia

$5/4;489-: Molle #1137, Pittsburg
11 #34061, American 8 #23901, Yost 4
#56360, Bing 2
"1@1>A/71>9-:: Avanti pencil
sharpener, Merz 3
>-:F"1491> Keaton, Progress (below),
Royal Aristocrat

->@5:;C->0 Waverley, serial number 3
-B50;4: Royal 1 #24346
&4;9-?>-91> Victoria #853, Univex

$5/4->0";8@ Imperial Good Companion
3 (Maltese kbd.), red Imperial Good Companion 5, Monac Simplex #9701 (below),
green Optima Humber 99 (QWERTY
Erika 20) #4011057

%5>B1:@.>;@41>? Unda #876
1>9-:">5/1 Underwood Telegraph
Mill #624 (special series), Mignon
toy from Milano, Byron Jr. (Kamkap),
Gritzner, Empire 3, very early Oliver 2
#5233 (they start at 5,000), Lambert #265,
Hammond Electric #239645 (about 1000
units made), Pittsburg 10 with 2 extra
typesets, red Sabb #500.
-81%/41881:31> Graphic with case,
folding math Hammond, small Coxhead
Varityper, Optima Humber 77, Mignon
2, Typ Boy (Triumph), Olympia SM3,
Bennett w/ shipping box & instructions,
Remington 1 portable (Nov. 1921), Tower
Tabulator (Underwood) port., Royal

Junior, Monarch Noiseless 8, maroon/gold
Corona 4, Franklin 2
@4-:%5:3>11 1934 LC Smith 8, 1936
LC Smith 8, 1948 Royal KMM teaching
typewriter
-E)5885-9? 3-bank Underwood portable #36075 (1922)
"1@1>)158 Yost no. 1 #449 (ca. 1889), w/
original lined case formerly covered in
leather (2nd earliest known surviving
example)

;>.1>@%/4C->F gold-plated Olympia
SM3 #982568
1;>3%;991>1331> Byron portable
#218876, Empire Junior (Hermes 2000)
#44344 (below)
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Vol. 28, No. 3, August 2016

w&E<1C>5@1>?-:0?Aŋ>-31@@1?
w:@5=A1?-@@411->@4@E<1C>5@1>?4;<

No. 66, April 2016

w%95@4">1951>@E<1C>5@1>?
w5?@;>E;2'%<-@1:@9;018? 5:B1:@;>
Philander Deming, & surviving typewriter patent models
wB5?5@@;@41$;E-82-/@;>E5:V^W^
w:@1>B51CC5@4;Ŏ/191/4-:5/ &;>/45;
w&E<1C>5@1>1D45.5@5:(531B-:;
w#A->-:@1885/;881/@5;:2;/A?1?;:!85B1@@5?
Newly updated and added serial number
pages at typewriterdatabase.com:
Bennington and Xcel, Fox, World, Boston,
Garbell, Venus, Venus Portable, Victor
Index, Franklin, Victor, Victor Portable,
Williams, Secor, Emerson, Visigraph,
Federal, National, Musicwriter

Letters
In response to Mr. Mike Brown: I was
honor bound to research the idea you had
put forward that the mysterious portable
shown in issue No. 112 was a Fox, and
would like to oﬀer my rebuttal.
In considering a multitude of attributes
of both Fox typewriters, Woodstock typewriters, and this mysterious portable, I
have come to the conclusion that said portable is not a product of Fox. You mention
a few key factors in your letter in No. 113:
the desire for Fox to get out from under the
lawsuit by Corona; the death of William R.
Fox; the platen knobs; the knurled spool
screws; the key material; miscellaneous
thin metal coverings; and the round feet.
In order of points mentioned: At the
time of the lawsuit, Fox was low on undedicated assets and resources, and rather
than trying to make a 4-bank machine to
get out from under the lawsuit instead
created the Sterling. They simply would
not have been able to aﬀord at that time
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HBw-Aktuell
July/August 2016

w">;@;@E<1">5:/1???@1:;9-/45:1
w&>5A9<4&5<<-?188?;:&(2;>VUDB-8A1

Historische Burowelt
No. 102, December 2015

No. 56, June 2016

w1:1>-8911@5:3?-815:1-A/;A>@
w">;@;@E<1@E<1C>5@1>?-@-<E9A?1A9

to create a new design. William R. Fox
had left the company in 1915, and thus
would have not been involved in any
portable production as the first portable
was designed in 1916. The left knob on the
mystery machine appears to be a Corona
knob. As for the right side knob, Fox platen
knobs are flat on the inside, whereas the
machine has one that curves into the rod.
Upon inspection, the knurled spool screws
are a diﬀerent design than those on the
Fox portables, and are actually the same as
would be found on early Woodstock Number 5’s. The yellow/orange key material
used is also used on the Woodstock and the
characters present on this portable closely
match that of a Woodstock keyboard. Fox
was not unique in its thin metal coverings; producers such as National utilized
it as well. Based on the design of the feet,
I can say without a shadow of a doubt that
though circular as a Fox’s, they are not the
feet of a Fox portable.
This machine is, in my opinion, more
“Woodstock” than anything else.
}&E81>:01>?;:I-E01: 0-4;J

w$A??5-:@E<1C>5@1>?5:V^X\
w&41">¹2-7;>5..;:@1?@1>
w%181/@>5/
w1:>5(5>E-:0@41(5>;@E<
w/- V^XU%@;1C1><>;@;@E<1

In the “Ephemera” column in the last issue (no. 113) I stated that the Syracuse and
Penn State Corona Fours were delivered
in 1929 from the factory painted black.
However, according to Shannon Johnson’s
research, the initial letter C in the serial
numbers of these two machines indicates
that their original color was cream with
gold panels. This has been brought to my
attention by Steve Dade, whose communication about this is very much appreciated.
}"1@1>)158I 1C->7 18-C->1J
%A>B1E;22;805:3(->5@E<1>? contact
Mark Albrecht, markal918@gmail.com,
with serial number, including letters if
present (e.g. 251658P). Does the machine
have variable pitch? If so, what settings?
Is there any suspicion that the machine
has been rebuilt? Please include photo
if possible.
;>?-81 Underwood ribbons. One dozen,
never opened, brown/red, for Underwood
Electric, 12 yards each. Best oﬀer + postage. Alex Szerlip, baszerlip@gmail.com.

